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since applying the knowledge gained from large clinical trials
to patient care promotes consistency of treatment and optimal
outcomes, in contrast to solely relying on anecdotal cases [50].

ABSTRACT

We design, implement and evaluate EpistAid, an interactive relevance feedback system to support physicians towards a more
efficient citation screening process for Evidence Based Health
Care (EBHC). The system combines a relevance feedback
algorithm with an interactive interface inspired by Tinder-like
swipe interaction. To evaluate its efficiency and effectiveness
in the citation screening process we conducted a user study
with real users (senior medicine students) using a large EBHC
dataset (Epistemonikos), with around 400,000 documents. We
compared two relevance feedback algorithms, Rocchio and
BM25-based. The combination of Rocchio relevance feedback
with the document visualization yielded the best recall and
F-1 scores, which are the most important metrics for EBHC
document screening. In terms of cognitive demand and effort,
BM25 relevance feedback without visualization was perceived
as needing more physical and cognitive effort. EpistAid has
the potential of improving the process for answering clinical
questions by reducing the time needed to classify documents,
as well as promoting user interaction. Our results can inform
the development of intelligent user interfaces for screening
research articles in the clinical domain and beyond.

Clinicians have established a process to practice evidence
based health care [28] which can be summarized as follows:
(i) first they pose a question, then (ii) seek studies related to it,
(iii) select documents which are relevant to the question, (iv)
evaluate the selected documents according to a their methodological quality, (v) next they perform a meta-analysis, (vi) to
finally answer the initial clinical question. Despite its growing importance in health care, the process of finding articles
which answer a medical question is currently very time consuming and can take several months [4, 5, 12, 17, 37]. This
situation can be problematic because in practice, many healthcare related decisions must be made quickly [54]. Moreover,
with the explosion of scientific knowledge being published,
it is difficult for clinicians to stay updated on the latest best
medical practices [12, 17]. Another issue in this area is that
the cost of not having all the relevant documents for a given
question is very high. Missing a few documents could mean
that the answer of the medical question can be wrong, and
in consequence, clinicians could treat patients with outdated
protocols.
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In order to solve the aforementioned issues, some researchers
have tried to reduce the time spent in this task using automatic
machine learning techniques [41]. However, these algorithms
still produce several false positives and negatives, and since
the cost of not including a relevant document is high, this task
is still performed by clinicians and requires further research to
be fully automated [14]. Nowadays, there are some systems
designed to support clinicians in the process of collecting, organizing, and searching for scientific evidence such as Embase
[18], Covidence [1], and Epistemonikos [49]. These systems
serve mostly as search engines, but they do not provide advanced functionalities to reduce the workload of the article
screening process.
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INTRODUCTION

Evidence-Based Health Care (EBHC) is a medical practice approach that emphasizes the use of research evidence to justify
a medical treatment. Sackett et al. defined it as “the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in
making decisions about the care of individual patients” [51].
EBHC has produced a large impact in the practice of medicine,

In this context, the main objectives of this research are to
design, implement and evaluate a more efficient way to find
and screen documents for answering a medical question. We
propose EpistAid, a system which combines well-established
relevance feedback algorithms with a Tinder-like user interface
designed to find articles relevant to a medical question, using
Epistemonikos’ database as ground truth.
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By identifying our main task as citation screening to efficiently
classify relevant articles for a clinical question, we aim to
answer the following research questions:

ing papers in several databases without clear guidelines for
building queries.
Our solution. We call our solution EpistAid. We propose a
series of methods combined with an interactive user interface
with the aim of reducing the effort of document search and
screening. Our solution involves investigating relevance feedback algorithms such as Rocchio and BM25, [35], as well as
visualizing documents via dimensionality reduction over the
text of the articles [13].

RQ1. Can we expect large differences in performance between relevance feedback algorithms? We answer this question with an off-line analysis over a dataset of close to 400,000
documents.
RQ2. Does an interface in combination with an algorithm
perform better than the algorithm alone? We design, implement and evaluate with a user study an interactive Tinderlike user interface which allows physicians to find documents
related to a clinical question.

RELATED WORK
Citation screening

Several approaches have been proposed to reduce the workload associated with the task of citation screening in EBHC.
Automatic classification has been explored by several authors
[3, 4, 10, 11, 23, 29, 32, 33, 38, 57, 62]. They have compared
known classifiers (Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines,
K-Nearest Neighbors) with different sets of features (title, abstract, and MESH 1 terms). Their results were promising, but
there were large differences in performance depending on the
dataset.

RQ3. Can a document corpus visualization improve the
task’s outcome? We investigate whether a 2D visualization of
the corpus related to a clinical question improves the document
screening process.
RQ4. Are there other factors that can affect the task’s
outcome, such as user expertise or familiarity with visualization? We analyze if there are other factors such as reading
skills in English or expertise in EBCH that could affect the
citation screening performance.

There is also research in active learning [37, 58, 60, 61]. These
studies have used certainty and uncertainty approaches to
select what documents should be shown to the user. Like
automatic classification, they have used different sets of features and also sampling techniques to improve results. These
authors only performed off-line evaluations and used a few
medical questions. The datasets in these studies have 3,000 to
10,000 documents, which is unrealistically small, considering
that only Epistemonikos has close to 400,000 documents. In
the area of information retrieval, relevance feedback was used
in [23, 27] to classify documents. Data Visualization was also
used to do citation screening. A visual text mining tool was
presented in [21, 22], which used both text and the citation
network as input.

Contributions. We contribute to the area of intelligent user
interfaces applied to Evidence Based Health Care (EBHC) by
(i) introducing an interactive interface which supports clinicians in classifying documents for EBHC, (ii) presenting an
off-line evaluation of algorithms to classify documents using a
real EBHC database; (iii) performing a user study with actual
medicine students, not only an off-line evaluation, as much
previous research has reported. We found that Rocchio combined with a 2D visualization yielded the best performance
in terms of recall, and that previous expertise on EBHC and
sufficient command in the documents’ language has also a
significant effect.

To the best of our knowledge, there are two software that
include tools to help filter documents for a systematic review.
Wallace et al. introduced Abstrack in [59] a system that uses
active learning and a simple interface to classify documents.
Recently, SWIFT-Review was presented in [26]. This is a
software that ranks documents according to a set of documents
previously classified. Both systems require users to enter a
reduced list of papers to be screened.

THE PROCESS TO ANSWER CLINICAL QUESTIONS

EBHC requires collecting a list of articles which provide the
evidence to answer a clinical question such as “Is there a relationship between vaccines with thimerosal and autism?” The
two main types of articles used are systematic reviews (SR)
and primary studies (PS). PS is an umbrella term that includes
any study design, qualitative or quantitative, where data is collected from individuals or groups of people. On the other side,
the main objective of a SR is to synthesize primary studies.
Collecting articles to answer a clinical question is iterative,
since it involves the manual process of curating documents.
The process starts by selecting a seed SR, based on a clinical
question. If the seed SR has been digitalized, the screening
process checks the cited PS (PScited ), and then continues with
other SR which cited documents in PScited . In summary:

A common characteristic among the works surveyed, is that
most research on this topic has been done using small datasets.
Olorisade et al. [42] analyzed the quality of the research made
in the area and states that "More than half of the studies used
a corpus size of below 1,000 documents for their experiments
while corpus size for around 80% of the studies was 3,000 or
fewer documents". Using these small datasets does not seem
appropriate in this area because they are not comparable to the
size of current medical databases2 .

The problem. Find a list a papers relevant to a clinical question by: (i) Identifying a seed SR and PScited , next (ii) removing cited papers PScited not related to the clinical question, and
then (iii) adding new SR and PS strongly related to the clinical
question. This process can take several months, especially (iii),
since it involves physicians manually searching and screen-

In our research, we use Epistemonikos’ database which has
nearly 400,000 documents. For this reason, this is the first
1 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh
2 https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/index_stats_comp.html
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Figure 1: EpistAid document screening interface. (A) Navigation Bar shows information about the session and provides buttons to
control it. (B) Suggested Documents’ Bin contains the documents the algorithm deems relevant. (C) Relevant Documents’ Bin
and (G) Non-Relevant Documents’ Bin contains the documents classified as relevant or non-relevant by the user. (E) Documents
Visualization area shows documents as figures in a 2D chart. (F) Document Detail shows document meta-data. (D) Actions
Timeline shows the actions performed by the user sorted by time.
research in the area made on a real, large and noisy database.
With respect to filtering and classification techniques, for our
research we chose relevance feedback over active learning,
since the former mimics the actions done by users when they
search for documents: users look for documents, see whether
they are relevant or not, reformulate the search query and so
on, until they think they have found all related evidence.

as well as negative feedback. They found that for certain
types of difficult information seeking tasks, negative feedback
could benefit an exploratory system even when a good deal
of positive feedback is available. Beltran et al. [6] presented
a new interface with swipe gestures (Tinder-like) that allows
users to classify documents in two groups. This intelligent
system creates bins in each group that allow users to justify
their classification without needing to write. One common
feature of these systems is having a human-in-the-loop (HITL)
aspect in the process, that is, they require human interaction
to achieve the goal. In EBHC users need to find articles in
a way they can understand and trust the results. For this
reason we propose a controllable and transparent information
filtering system designed for the practice of EBHC, inspired
by controllable recommender system interfaces.

Controllable User interfaces

Ideally, we would like to create an automatic system to solve
the problem of finding relevant research articles for answering
clinical questions. However, domain experts usually like to
have more control than non-experts on systems supported by
intelligent algorithms [31, 44]. This is the case for physicians
looking for papers to answer a medical question. Research
has shown that controllable interfaces increase satisfaction
in recommender and search systems, because they increase
transparency and trust [8, 25, 30, 45, 24, 56, 2]. This type of
interface also increases user engagement and leads to better
user experience [44].

EPISTAID

EpistAid evolves from an initial design [16], which was introduced but never evaluated. Here we present EpistAid in detail
focusing on three aspects: (i) User interface, layout and visual
components, (ii) Interactions, where we describe our design
based on Schneidermann’s visual Information-Seeking mantra
[53], and (iii) Algorithms, which support the intelligence behind the filtering process.

Following these previous works, some authors have created
interfaces that support information filtering. For instance, di
Sciascio et al. [15] proposed a new interface to present search
results. In this interface all results can be ranked according to
words present in the documents. Users can assign a weight
to each word they select and the documents will be re-ranked
accordingly. More recently, Peltonen et al. [47] presented an
interface to support relevance feedback that has a visualization
of topics and keywords. Users can give positive feedback

User interface

EpistAid is implemented as a web application. The user
interface was developed using D3.js [9], dragula.js (https:
//bevacqua.github.io/dragula/) and Bootstrap [43]. The GUI
3

layout, shown in Figure 1, has 7 views and is described as
follows:
(A) Navigation Bar. The navbar shows the search’s title and
the control buttons: search for more documents, save and
continue later, finish the search and get help. It also shows
how much time the user has left for document screening –
functionality needed for the user study. Users do not input
a query in the search process. They simply start by picking a systematic review related to the clinical question to be
answered, and EpistAid generates the initial and subsequent
queries using relevance feedback. More details are presented
in the algorithms coming section Algorithms.

Figure 2: Brush applied in the visualization. It shows how the
selected documents are highlighted in the corresponding bins.

(B) Suggested Documents’ Bin. The system will look for
additional documents related to the clinical question and will
display them in this bin. Each document is represented by
a rectangle. When clicking on the document, its details will
appear on (F) and its related mark in visualization (E) will
increase its size. The documents are sorted from left to right
according to their score in the relevance model of the document
set.

(D) Actions Timeline. This panel shows all the documents
the user has classified so far, sorted chronologically by time
of user labeling. Each item in this view is colored based on its
labeled class.
(F) Document Detail. For a document selected in any of the
panels, this area shows its meta-data (title, abstract, type of
study, publication year and authors). Its goal is to offer the
user the option to review the documents in the same way they
usually do with a traditional interface.

(C) Relevant Documents’ Bin and (G) Non-Relevant Documents’ Bin. These bins have the documents that have already
been classified by the user as relevant or non-relevant. Documents inside the bins don’t have any particular order and users
can simply place documents on them by drag-and-drop from
the (B) panel.

Justifying the design choices

To justify the visualization we use the framework introduced
by Tamara Munzner in [39]. This framework has three layers:
why is the task being performed, what data is shown in the
views, and how is the visualization idiom constructed in terms
of design choices.

(E) Documents Visualization. This area shows the documents as figures in a 2D chart. Its purpose is to provide an
overview of the documents that are in any of the bins (suggested, relevant and non-relevant), and to let the user explore
the content based on proximity among documents. Since we
represent this set of documents as a document-term matrix
(DTM) using a vector space model [35], we perform dimensionality reduction over this DTM to represent each document
with a low-rank vector of two dimensions. %deIvania: aca
hay solo 4 metodos We chose 5 different dimensionality reduction algorithms: Principal Components Analysis (PCA),
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Latent Semantic Analysis (LDA), Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [19] and the
recent t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE)
[34]. Users can choose the type of dimensionality reduction
they prefer in order to eventually visualize the documents in
the two dimensional (2D) chart.

Why. The interface allows users to explore the set of documents and identify documents of certain types (SR or PS),
which could be relevant or not. Users have to analyze to
produce annotations on each document. The annotation is
the relevance they assign to the document, given the clinical
question. In the visualization, users explore without a specific
target (document) or a pre-defined corpus hierarchy.
What. This visualization is showing document objects which
are initially represented in a tabular format, where each document is a row and each column is a word of the corpus. Each
cell contains the frequency of that word in the document. After performing dimensionality reduction, each document is
represented with a 2D vector, which allows us to display it in
the corresponding view. In the visualization, the document’s
relative positions provide users more information about the
document they want to classify. For example, if a document
is surrounded by relevant documents, it is very likely that the
document is relevant. For this reason, including non-relevant
documents was important, since it allowed users to see how
close the unknown documents are to the non-relevant ones.

In the 2D chart, primary studies (PS) are represented by
squares ( , , ) and systematic reviews (SR) by circles ( ,
, ). The color is used to discriminate the current status of the
document: relevant ( , ), non-relevant ( , ) or unknown ( ,
). We decided to use these colors (teal, orange, and purple)
in order to provide a colorblind safe pallete.

How. We encoded all items (documents) using color hue
for relevance, shape for different types of publication and
size to identify what is being selected. Users can filter the
data by selecting documents using a brush, as seen in Figure
2. Also, users can change the position of documents using a
dimensionality reduction algorithm and navigate using the pan
and zoom features. The position channel is given by the result
of the dimensionality reduction, so a document will not have

For selecting a subset of documents for more detailed exploration, the user can draw a brush. The brushing interaction
enables the user to navigate through all the documents by subsetting them based on their positions in the 2D projections.
The selected documents are highlighted in all bins (relevant,
non-relevant, suggested) and in the Actions Timeline. It is also
possible to zoom in and out on the visualization.
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the same position given different dimensionality reduction
algorithms.

Type of publication

Articles in database

Primary Study (PS)
Systematic Review (SR)
Overview
Structured Summary of PS
Structured Summary of SR

Interactions

Our interaction design is based on the visual InformationSeeking Mantra: overview first, zoom and filter, then detailson-demand [53].
Overview first. We implement the overview-first functionality with the Documents Visualization where users can see a
summary of the documents that are in any of the bins in the 2D
projection resultant from a dimensionality reduction over the
term-document matrix. Users can also see both bins: relevant
and non-relevant documents already classified.

277, 967
73,040
1, 229
1,351
37,779

Table 1: Statistics of Epistemonikos’ document database.

0.25 and γ = 0.5. For BM25, parameters used were k1 = 1.7,
k2 = 1.2 and i = 25.

Zoom and Filter: selecting documents. The brush tool described in the previous section allows users to subset documents from the 2D Documents Visualization. These documents will be highlighted in all panels, so the user can see
their titles, as seen in Figure 2. Users can also zoom in the
visualization to look a small quantity of papers and select them
by clicking on them or using the brush tool.

Epistemonikos Documents Dataset

Epistemonikos is a collaborative database which stores research articles that provide the best evidence according to
the EBHC principles [49]. Since the evidence comes from
scientific literature, this information is collected from specialized online sites such as PubMed and Cochrane, among other
24 sources of scientific information [20]. In this research,
we used a dump of their database by December 2016. The
database contains around 390,000 documents of five types.
Table 1 shows the number of items per publication type. For
simplification, anything which is not a PS (excepting for the
structured summary of PS), is considered a Systematic Review
(SR).

Details on demand. When users click a document from any
of the bins, Actions Timeline or Documents Visualization the
system provides additional details displayed in Document Detail.
The Tinder-like inspiration of the interface is implemented
in a way that users drag/swipe items to the left if they think
they are relevant and to the right if they want to classify as
non-relevant.

In the Epistemonikos dataset, clinical questions and documents
are related through evidence matrices, the basic information
unit in Epistemonikos. Although it is basically a list of research
papers, it is called a matrix because it is shown to users in a
matrix format, where the rows are Systematic Reviews (SR)
and the columns are Primary Studies (PS) cited within those
SR. According to data collected by Epistemonikos between
2010 and 2016, physicians require 2-6 months to get from an
initial matrix version M0 to a final revised M f . They remove
non-related articles from the list and then manually search for
other articles until convergence. In our experiments, an Epistemonikos’ evidence matrix corresponds to a medical question
with its relevant documents. All documents that are not listed
in the matrix are considered non relevant. The content of the
seed systematic review (Seed SR) is used to form the initial
query q0 . Epistemonikos currently has over 1,500 evidence
matrices in their database, created using Epistemonikos’ current document screening process.

Algorithms

The application back-end was programmed in Python 3 using
Scikit-Learn [46], Pandas [36] and Scipy & Numpy [55]. The
code is available at https://github.com/indonoso/EpisteAid, a
public repository. The documents were represented using a
bag-of-words model [35], where the term weights used were
based on Term-Frequency.
The main aspect of our “human-in-the-loop” algorithmic procedure starts with modeling the medical question as a query,
which is updated iteratively when users provide feedback of
relevant and non-relevant documents with respect to the clinical question being answered. We tested two algorithms: Rocchio [52], that computes a new query by weighing the words
in relevant and non-relevant documents, and BM25, which
scores each document based on the frequency of its words
in the document and query, as well as based on some global
parameters [35].

Text processing. Each document was represented by the words
in its title and abstract. Tokenization was performed by splitting the text by non alphanumeric characters (spaces, tabs,
etc.). We then removed all English stopwords in the NLTK
package [7]. Many articles used acronyms of medical concepts with less than three characters, and the same acronym
is used in different medical domains with different meanings.
For this reason we removed any word that had less than three
characters. All words were stemmed using Porter Stemmer
from the same package. This process resulted in a final corpus
of 158, 457 words. We removed all documents that did not
have tokens of the corpus, resulting in 391, 364 documents.

For both models we define a query qi as a vector of words,
−
as →
qi = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wn } where n is the number of words in
the corpus and w j is the frequency of the word j. In our
system the initial query q0 is made from the words in the
title and abstract from an initial document which represents
the source for searching documents relevant to the clinical
question. Since this document is a chosen systematic review,
we call it Seed SR.
For replicability, we disclose the parameters of our algorithms.
In Rocchio relevance feedback, parameters were α = β = δ =
5

Question

Specialty Context

1

Echinacea for common cold

2

Safety of Low-Molecular-Weight
heparin during pregnancy

General
Medicine
Internal
Medicine

Relevant docs.

Echineacea is a flower. There are some web sites that say 54
that it is useful for common cold.
Low-molecular-weight heparin is anticoagulant medica- 112
tion. This question inquires whether it is safe to use during
pregnancy, because of the possible risk to the baby.

Table 2: Detail of medical questions used in the user study, with their respective number of relevant documents.
relevance feedback to at least 5 documents to be able to
search for more documents.
3. Answer a post-study survey with questions related their satisfaction with the system. Moreover, we measured cognitive
effort using the NASA-TLX survey.
4. repeat points 2. and 3. with another assigned interfacealgorithm condition.

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

We conducted two types of evaluations. The first one, an
offline evaluation to compare the performance of both relevance feedback algorithms. The second one, a user study to
investigate whether differences in algorithms would be equally
reflected in a user interface, or could be moderated by the
effect of visualization and interaction.

To evaluate the algorithm we paid special attention to recall
[48] because in EBCH, having all the relevant documents for a
research question is more important that having high precision
[41]. However, since we could not afford the participation of
physicians in our study for more than two weeks, we made a
compromise by studying how much recall they could get by
using EpistAid for 30 minutes over a period of 10 days.

Offline Evaluation Protocol

We split the document dataset in train (70%) and test (30%)
randomly. The train set was used to tune the parameters
of each relevance feedback algorithm (Rocchio and BM25),
while the test was used to double check for potential problems
in the models, such as overfitting. The experiment consisted
of a simulation of the relevance feedback process. We selected
1, 067 clinical questions for which we knew the respective
seed SR as well as all the relevant documents. For each clinical question, using the seed SR we issued an initial query q0 ,
using the words present on its title and abstract, and for the
documents returned by the algorithms we assumed having a
simulated expert able to exactly tell relevant from non-relevant
documents. The relevance feedback algorithm then would reissue queries q1 , q2 , ... based on the feedback of the simulated
expert, so for each query attempt we calculated recall and AP
(average precision), two well known metrics in information
retrieval [35]. In this way, we could see how much to expect
on average for the physicians in the user study, and we could
also have a better idea of the performance of Rocchio and
BM25 before conducting the user study.

RESULTS
Offline Evaluation Results

Both models have a similar behavior on how they respond
to parameters, but overall Rocchio performs clearly better
than BM25. Rocchio shows close to 30% better recall than
BM25 under different values of the parameter feedback items
(for how many items the simulated expert provides feedback).
Both algorithms show a similar behavior result in terms of
Mean Average Precision.
Recall. Figure 4 shows the results of accumulated recall for
Rocchio and BM25, respectively. Results were averaged over
the clinical questions in the test set. We see a similar trend
in both algorithms, where increasing the number of items
for which feedback is given in each query attempt (feedback
items: 10, 20, 30), improves significantly the maximum recall
obtained. Other common pattern between these algorithms
is that the top accumulated recall is reached after 5-6 query
attempts. After that, no significant improvement in recall is
observed. With respect to differences, Rocchio clearly outperforms BM25. Based on this offline evaluation, having an
expert user labeling the documents we can expect recall values
close to 0.4 with Rocchio, while only close to 0.3 in the case
of BM25. Considering these results, and since in this area
recall is more important than precision [41], we decided to
show 30 documents for obtaining user feedback in the user
study.

User Study Protocol

We conducted a user study to compare performance of users
considering four conditions, based on the relevance feedback
algorithm (Rocchio vs. BM25) and on the interface (with and
without 2D visualization of documents, i.e., box E in Figure
1). We designed a 2x2 mixed-subjects experiment, where each
user had to screen documents in two out of four conditions
(For instance, BM25 with visualization and then Rocchio
without visualization). The conditions and their sequence
were counterbalanced in order to have similar number of users
on each one. The user study sequence for every user was:
1. Answer a pre-study survey with questions related to their
previous knowledge on the topics (see Table 2), their experience with EBHC, with reading research in English language,
and with data visualizations.
2. In the assigned condition, find documents related to one
medical question (shown in Table 2). They could obtain
documents to label by clicking on the button “search for
more documents”. In each iteration, users had to provide

Mean Average Precision@k. Results of Mean Average Precision are shown in Figures 3 (a) for Rocchio and (b) for BM25.
We evaluated Average Precision (AP) on each query attempt,
and by averaging over all clinical questions, we obtained Mean
AP (MAP) at different values of the variable query attempts
(x-axis in the aforementioned figures). It is important to notice
6

(a) Rocchio

(b) BM25

Figure 3: Offline evaluation. MAP@k for (a) Rocchio and (b) BM25 where feedback items is the amount of documents with
relevance feedback in each query attempt. The red line shows the percentage of relevant documents left in the ground truth after
each query attempt.
Time (in Docs. class.
secs.)
p/query
BM25 / Non-Vis 1443.9 ± 107.2 21.2 ± 1.3
1280.1 ± 117.2 20.4 ± 1.5
BM25 / Vis
Rocchio / Non-Vis 1115.7 ± 80.3 19.8 ± 1.6
Rocchio / Vis
1267.7 ± 87.7 26.3 ± 0.9
Model / Interface

Docs. class.
p/session
107.9 ± 17.7
100.4 ± 16.7
88.1 ± 11.9
116.3 ± 22.6

Nbr. of
queries
5.1 ± 1.2
4.9 ± 0.7
4.5 ± 0.8
4.4 ± 0.9

Table 3: Interaction statistics in each condition studied (mean
± SE). Docs. class. stands for Documents Classified.

Model
BM25
BM25
Rocchio
Rocchio

Figure 4: Offline evaluation. Accumulated recall for BM25
and Rocchio, where feedback items is the amount of documents the simulation gave feedback in each iteration.

Interface
Non-Vis
Vis
Non-Vis
Vis

N
12
11
11
12

Seen documents
Ground Truth
Recall Precision F-1 score
Recall
.66 ± .08 .52 ± .06 .58 ± .07
.20 ± .04
.71 ± .06 .64 ± .04 .64 ± .03
.18 ± .02
.65 ± .08 .73 ± .02 .65 ± .05
.21 ± .04
.77 ± .06 .67 ± .01 .70 ± .03
.23 ± .03

Table 4: Mean (± SE) recall, precision and F-1 score (per
user) considering only documents seen by users in the session,
and recall considering all documents in the ground truth.

that after each query, when relevant items are identified, we
decrease the size of the ground truth. This effect is presented
as a decreasing red curve in each plot of Figure 3. In this way
we represent the fact that when a relevant document is already
found, the probability of finding other relevant documents in
subsequent queries diminishes, and is likely to obtain smaller
values of MAP.

16 had created at least two. Finally, 86% reported being able
to read in English language without problems.
Engagement and interaction statistics. In order to measure
user interaction and engagement between the four conditions,
we compared four metrics which results are displayed in Table 3: time spent on the interface (Time), average number of
documents classified per query (Docs. class. p/query), average number of documents classified per session (Docs. class.
p/session), and average number of queries issued per session
(Nbr. of queries).

We observe that MAP yields their maximum values (0.35-0.42)
between the first two queries, and then it falls significantly
after the second query attempt, probably indicating that after
the second query it becomes significantly more difficult to
find relevant documents. This observation is supported by
the quick drop of the ground truth size (the red line in Figure
3) especially with number of feedback items = 30, which
indicates that within the first five queries the users find most
of the relevant documents they could potentially find by these
relevance feedback methods.

We observe that in terms of time, users spent more on the conditions with BM25 (M = 1443.91 and M = 1280.1) than on
the conditions with Rocchio (M = 1115.7 and M = 1267.67).
In terms of queries issued, people also issued more queries on
average in the BM25 conditions (M = 5.1 and M = 4.9) compared to Rocchio (M = 4.5 and M = 4.4). However, in terms
of number of papers classified, list-wise and session-wise,
people were more productive in the Rocchio condition with
visualization (M = 116.3 session-wise and M = 26.33 listwise). The condition with the fewest interactions was Rocchio
without 2D document visualization (M = 88.1 session-wise
and M = 19.8 list-wise). Another interesting metric is that in

User Study Results

Demographics. The study had a total of N = 22 subjects,
19 of them were students in their latest year of the medicine
program at PUC Chile, and the other 3 user subjects were
professors. In terms of experience, 19 of them had never
written a systematic review. Moreover, with the exception
of one subject, all subjects had created at least one evidence
matrix (list of papers which answer a clinical question), and
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Question

Model

BM25
BM25
Rocchio
Rocchio
BM25
The suggested documents
BM25
Rocchio
were diverse
Rocchio
BM25
I understood why the
BM25
documents were
Rocchio
recommended
Rocchio
BM25
The system didn’t miss any
BM25
Rocchio
relevant documents
Rocchio
BM25
BM25
I would use the system again
Rocchio
Rocchio
BM25
BM25
The system was easy to use
Rocchio
Rocchio
BM25
I believe the system needs a BM25
Rocchio
recommender system
Rocchio
BM25
I didn’t realize how the time BM25
Rocchio
passed
Rocchio
BM25
I would recommend the
BM25
Rocchio
system to a collegue
Rocchio
The suggested documents
were relevant

Interface
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis
Non-vis
Vis

M

SE

SD

3.42
3.60
4.20
3.25
4.25
4.00
4.60
4.33
3.50
3.80
4.40
3.50
2.67
3.40
4.00
3.42
3.50
3.60
4.20
3.75
4.33*
3.90
4.70*
3.50
3.67
3.30
3.70
3.92
3.75
3.50
3.70
3.25
3.33
3.40
3.90
3.42

0.34
0.34
0.13
0.35
0.13
0.45
0.22
0.14
0.36
0.42
0.22
0.31
0.31
0.45
0.42
0.34
0.38
0.37
0.20
0.28
0.26
0.38
0.15
0.31
0.26
0.42
0.26
0.19
0.33
0.34
0.33
0.30
0.38
0.37
0.23
0.31

1.16
1.07
0.42
1.22
0.45
1.41
0.70
0.49
1.24
1.32
0.70
1.09
1.07
1.43
1.33
1.16
1.31
1.17
0.63
0.97
0.89
1.20
0.48
1.09
0.89
1.34
0.82
0.67
1.14
1.08
1.06
1.06
1.30
1.17
0.74
1.08

BM25
Variable

Non-Vis

Effort
48.9 ± 6.8
Frustration
46.3∗ ± 6.2
Mental Demand
47.8 ± 5.2
Performance
55.3 ± 5.5
Physical Demand
32.8 ± 6.3
Temporal Demand 30.3 ± 5.3

Rocchio
Vis

Non-Vis

Vis

31.8 ± 6.0
32.8∗ ± 6.4
36.6 ± 9.1
57.3 ± 9.9
17.3 ± 7.8
25.7 ± 8.3

27.6 ± 5.1
18.0 ± 5.1
28.1 ± 6.4
72.5 ± 6.3
18.4 ± 6.4
21.1 ± 4.5

31.7 ± 5.1
27.2 ± 6.4
41.8 ± 5.3
63.7 ± 6.9
31.3 ± 7.9
30.8 ± 5.6

Table 6: NASA-TLX results grouped by algorithm and interface. BM25 model was significantly more frustrating.

Figure 5: User study. Accumulated recall at different query
attemps. Error bar depicts standard error.
we found that interface with no visualization (M = 4.5) was
perceived as significantly easier than using an interface with
visualization (M = 3.7), p = .007.

Table 5: Post-session survey. The only significant difference
was found in the question the system was easy to use

Perception of Effort. We used the NASA TLX to measure the
perception of effort, results are presented in Table 6. Among
the six variables measured, by conducting a 2x2 between subjects ANOVA we found a significant result on Frustration. We
found no interaction effect between algorithm (BM25, Rocchio) and interface (vis, non-vis), p = .07, but we found a
significant effect of the algorithm model. In particular, BM25
(M = 39.6) produced significantly more frustration than Rocchio (M = 22.6), p = .008.

most experiments (91%), users reported they used at least title
or abstract to classify the articles.
Performance Metrics. Table 4 presents the results of recall,
precision and F-1 score [35] at the end of the session, averaged
per user. These metrics are calculated based on the documents
presented to the users during the session. We also calculated
recall considering the actual items in the ground truth (112
relevant documents for evidence matrix A and 54 relevant
documents for evidence matrix B). Considering all the metrics,
the best combination of interface and algorithm was the use
of 2D document visualization with the Rocchio relevance
feedback algorithm, since it has the best F-1 score considering
the items seen during the session (M = 0.7) and the best recall
with respect to the ground truth, the evidence matrices (M =
0.23). The interface that seemed to have the worst general
performance was BM25 without visualization, specially in
terms of precision, and in terms of recall considering the
whole ground truth.

DISCUSSION

In the following section, we answer the research questions
stated in the introduction.
RQ1. Can we expect large differences in performance between relevance feedback algorithms?

The offline evaluation showed Rocchio clearly outperforming
BM25 in both recall and MAP. We observed a similar behavior
during the user study, but the difference was not as large as
in the offline evaluation. For understanding this behavior, one
aspect to consider is how much feedback people needed to
provide in order to receive relevant documents. During the user
study, Rocchio yields high recall faster than BM25 (Figure 5).
After the second query attempt, the mean accumulated recall
reached by Rocchio is significantly better than BM25, but the
difference decreases as more query attempts are made. Then if
the users are persistent, they can reach good results with either

Post-Session Survey. Results of the post-session survey are
presented in Table 5. We conducted 2x2 between subjects
ANOVA over each of the 9 questions and we only found one
statistically significant result. This result was over the question The system was easy to use. We found no significant
interaction effect, p = .19, but we found an effect of the interface variable. Conducting a Tukey HSD post-hoc analysis,
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Figure 7: Offline evaluation conducted on the two questions
of the user study. Accumulated recall at different query attemps. BM25 does not find relevant documents for question 1.
Rocchio performs two times better than BM25 in question 2.

Figure 6: Accumulated recall at different minutes of the session. Each line represents a user. Rocchio achieves higher
recall faster than BM25.
method, but if they try no more than 6 queries, they will more
likely obtain better results with Rocchio.
Figure 8: Accumulated recall in the user study, split by clinical
question.

Another perspective can be seen by analyzing the recall at different algorithm and interface (with an without visualization),
as a function of session time, what we show in Figure 6. The
plot indicates that many users under the Rocchio algorithm
can reach their top recall within 5 minutes, meanwhile users
under BM25 achieve it not before than 10-15 minutes. However, this results also in shorter sessions for Rocchio users,
they feel satisfied with their result and stop exploring, while
many users under BM25 keep exploring, even reaching recall
levels close to 0.4. The results indicate that persistent users
can leverage the interface to improve the weak offline results
of BM25, compared to Rocchio users.

degrees or relevance, labeling a “barely relevant document”
as relevant in order to diversify the results for the upcoming
iteration until an actual relevant document is found. In summary, the use of an interactive interface favors BM25 making
the difference with Rocchio smaller in terms of performance
metrics. We then split results of the user study according to
the clinical questions and we analyzed the actual user performance in Figure 8. Unlike the offline evaluation (Figure 7), for
clinical question 1 Rocchio yields similar results, but BM25
users obtained recall > 0, and those who issued 6 or more
queries can reach up to Rocchio level. In clinical question 2,
people using BM25 actually reach better recall then Rocchio,
specially users using 7 or more queries.

RQ2. Does an interface in combination with an algorithm
perform better than the algorithm alone?

The offline evaluation showed that Rocchio reached more than
30% of the recall of BM25 (Figure 4). The important decrease
of this difference during the user study indicates an effect of
the interface. To dig deeper into this result, we performed
the same offline experiment only considering the two clinical
questions in the user study. We see, in Figure 7, that BM25 is
clearly outperformed by Rocchio and even more, in question 1
it yields a recall = 0 since it never returns a relevant document.

RQ3. Can a visualization of the documents increase performance or engagement?

Our results shown in the previous section, specially those in
Table 3 and Table 4, show a trend towards better recall in
visualization conditions when considering the documents seen
by users during the session. However, this trend is not the same
in terms of precision. Results shown in Table 4 indicate that
the top levels of precision are found with Rocchio algorithm
in an interface without visualization.

One explanation we have for this result is that in the offline
evaluation, the simulated user judges documents simply as relevant or not, without considering levels of relevancy. On the
other side, in the user study, the human in the loop can infer

Since the success of the task of document screening depends
more on recall than on precision, we focus on this aspect. To
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Figure 10: Experience with Evidence Based Health Care.
had significantly (p < .01) better performance than those who
did not.

Figure 9: Accumulated recall at different query attempts. Error
bar depicts standard error. The number by the circle indicates
number of users N.

With respect to experience with EBHC, Figure 10 shows
the experience among the aforementioned recall-performance
groups. Having worked in the creation of a Systematic Review
helped to get better results (p < .05). Users that had created
two o more evidence matrices had better recall than those
who had never created one or had only created one matrix
(M = 0.23 vs. M = 0.13, p < .01).

get a deeper understanding on the effect of visualization in
terms of recall, we analyzed the average accumulated recall
by query attempt and by interface, shown in Figure 9. We
see that in conditions with visualization, after the 6th query
attempt, the accumulated recall significantly improves over
non-visualization conditions. After the 9th query attempt the
difference disappears, but only 3 users reach that number so
no statistical tests are valid at that point.

CONCLUSION

In this article we have investigated whether an interactive
relevance feedback user interface could help physicians in the
process of screening documents to answer a medical question.
We have introduced EpistAid, our proposed solution, and we
have evaluated it with an offline simulation, as well as with
a user study considering a large dataset and real users of a
EBHC system, medical doctors and medicine students.

One possible explanation for this is that visualization helps
users see relations between more documents holistically,
which decreases the chances of missing documents. It happens
specially at further query attempts because in each iteration
more documents are added to the system, so there is more
information to improve the discriminative utility of the visualization. Some comments of users support this explanation: a
user said "The visualization was useful to find similar studies",
and another user stated "I used the visualization to estimate
how useful a study could be". The visualization does not significantly reduce cognitive load (Table 6) but it also promotes
engagement. More users stayed longer than 15 minutes when
using the visualization (Figure 6).

We found that the algorithm used in the process is not only
relevant for performance metrics, but also for perception of
cognitive demand. Rocchio relevance feedback combined with
a visualization of documents was found to be better than the
other conditions in terms of recall and F-1 score for medical
document screening. We also discovered that a good command
on reading research in English language was an important
factor. This finding might seem negligible, but it supports the
current efforts by Epistemonikos on translating articles into
different languages. Experience with working in EBHC was
also found to be an important variable, which supports the
need for training physicians in this type of research activity.

RQ4. Are there other factors that can affect performance?

To better understand the differences in user performance for
the task of document screening, we split users in three groups
based on their results on recall: best, middle and worst. These
groups were separated by maintaining the same number of
experiment sessions in each group. The thresholds were: (i)
worst: less than 0.12 recall, (ii) middle: more than 0.12 and
less than 0.30 recall, and (iii) best: more than 0.30 recall.
There were 14 sessions in groups worst and middle, and 16
sessions within best.

In future work it would be interesting to test other style of
algorithms, in particular active and reinforcement learning.
The current system and evaluation had the limitation of making
physicians work independently, so a system which promotes
collaborative work for answering clinical questions could be of
great help. Finally, we also think that adding explanations [40]
to justify why a document is recommended as relevant is an
important idea for research considering that we will continue
working with a human in the loop paradigm.

During the pre-study survey, the experience of the users was
measured in three topics: general academic experience, experience working in Evidence Based Health Care, as well as
experience with data visualizations. In this latest aspect we
found no differences among groups. Having the ability to read
research in English (as opposed to reading any kind of text
in English language) does affect recall. Users who strongly
agreed with the statement "I can read research in English",
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